“Communication” is our Key Word

The Yamaha Motor group strives to use our ingenuity and passion to realize people’s dreams and always be the ones they look to for the next Kando.* Under our corporate mission of “Offering new excitement and a more fulfilling life for people all over the world,” we manufacture a wide range of products, from motorcycles, electric motorcycles, and electrically power-assisted bicycles, to marine products like powerboats, sailboats and outboard motors, as well as generators, ATVs, swimming pools and industrial robots.

The Communication Plaza is a space that presents the past, present and future of Yamaha Motor. With “communication” as our key word, the concept of this facility is to be a place where not only the customers who love our products, but also our business partners and the employees of Yamaha Motor group companies can meet, interact and exchange information while improving their individual skills.

The Communication Plaza brings together the many types of Yamaha products serving people around the world, such as numerous epoch-making historic models from our past and displays of the very latest Yamaha technologies, activities and information.

* Kando is a Japanese word for the simultaneous feelings of deep satisfaction and intense excitement that people experience when they encounter something of exceptional value.
The Present of Yamaha Motor

On display are Yamaha products used and at work today in people’s daily lives all over the world on the land, water and in the sky, from our motorcycles, boats, outboard motors, snowmobiles, ATVs and automobile engines to electrically power-assisted bicycles, electric wheelchairs, golf cars, industrial-use unmanned helicopters, generators and industrial robots.

Product and Corporate History

Representative products from the time Yamaha Motor was founded and throughout our history are on display. There are also displays explaining the brand’s origins and the racing activities that are an important part of our corporate DNA. You can also read and view various documents and historical publications in the Plaza Lounge.

Communication

The third floor is for welcoming visitors from Japan and around the world and to engage in exchange and communication. In the Plaza Café, you can enjoy Plaza-original light meals using local ingredients and beverages while taking in a view of Shizuoka’s Enshu mountains.